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Foreword

Over the past few years, the development of spaceborne and airborne SAR systems for the observation of the Earth's surface has experienced a rapid growth. The ERS-1, JERS-1, ERS-2, and RADARSAT satellite systems have provided and continue to provide us with long time-series of high quality SAR data. At the same time, advanced airborne SAR systems exist in many countries of the world and provide multiple frequency and polarization observations for both civilian and military use. The SIR-C/X-SAR shuttle missions have widely demonstrated the advantages of having such multiple parameter systems in space.

Despite the enormous amount of available data, little effort has been expended in making use of the data in applications and scientific disciplines. To achieve this, both the physical content of the data and the information content of the SAR images, as well as the bridge between the two sources of information, must be understood by the users of Earth observation data.

While several early volumes in radar remote sensing covered either the physical content of SAR data, or the basics of SAR image formation and SAR image statistical properties, there is a strong need for an integrated book that brings together both the basic properties of SAR images related to image formation and those related to scene properties.

In this context, this book appears very timely to fill the above mentioned gap. It provides the readers with a synoptic understanding of SAR image fundamental properties; these are a prerequisite for the development of models and methods used in the interpretation and exploitation of SAR data for various applications.
This book deals with most aspects of SAR images on land surfaces and contains the most up-to-date coverage of the subject, including the underlying principles, recent developments, and future directions for research activities in this area. The subject is treated with the breadth and depth required for use as a reference text for graduate students, engineers, and application scientists. At the same time, the many illustrations of the underlying theoretical principles, contained in the different chapters, will certainly inspire the development of new tools and stimulate new practical applications of SAR images.

The authors have been leading authorities in the field for many years. Thus, the clear, thorough, and objective writing of the volume is a reflection of the authors' extensive experience as scientists and teachers. In addition, the authors have demonstrated that scientific texts can also be written in beautiful English language.

I am confident that this book will quickly become a well-read text for those interested in SAR images, and thus will contribute significantly to expand the effective use of SAR data in the observation and monitoring of the Earth's environment.

Thuy Le Toan
Toulouse, September 1997
Preface

The authors have been collaborating on SAR research since 1982, when Shaun Quegan joined Marconi Research Centre, Great Baddow, and Chris Oliver was at the Royal Signals and Radar Establishment, Malvern (later to become part of the Defence Research Agency (DRA), which is now the Defence Evaluation and Research Agency (DERA)). At that time the status of SAR as a means of producing images of the Earth's surface was very different from the present. Only the short-lived Seasat mission had provided spaceborne data, and few airborne systems were in operation. Images were not widely available (although the DRA X-band SAR provided us with a data source) and in most cases suffered from various types of defect. Image quality issues often overshadowed the task of information extraction so that, in common with many other researchers, we invested considerable time and effort on methods of data correction. The success of this work (such as the signal-based motion compensation schemes described in Chapter 3) in combination with significant progress in system engineering and calibration has ensured that close to ideal quality SAR data is now to be expected from modern systems. We have also seen the development of new techniques, such as polarimetric and interferometric SAR, and the advent of a diversity of SAR data providers, including spaceborne systems (ERS-1 and 2, JERS, and Radarsat) and flexible multifrequency polarimetric systems carried on aircraft or the Space Shuttle.

As the accent has changed from data correction, the information contained in SAR images has come to occupy its rightful place as the purpose of data acquisition. The investigation of methods for information extraction has formed the second and continuing strand in our long collaboration. In this we have been much helped by the complementarity of our interests. Chris Oliver
has primarily been concerned with the development of image-interpretation tools (usually for high resolution SAR in a military context), while Shaun Quegan has concentrated more on their impact on remote sensing applications. Necessarily, there has been significant overlap in our work. This combination of interests means that we can go some way towards crossing the cultural divides that hamper SAR development, in particular those that separate military from civil applications and applications from algorithm development.

Military applications are primarily concerned with detecting and recognizing targets, which usually demands imagery of the highest resolution. Civil applications, on the other hand, may require information about many diverse aspects of the environment, normally at lower resolution. The two have common ground in the need to understand the properties of distributed scatterers: in the military case because this constitutes the background clutter against which target detection takes place; in the civil case because this clutter is often the primary object of interest. More generally, both types of application have an interest in scene understanding. However, military needs, where cost may not have been a dominating issue, have given rise to sophisticated techniques that are potentially of considerable value to the civil field. These have become accessible due to the reduction in the cost of computing. Such is true of many of the developments described in this book.

The divide between remote sensing applications and algorithm development is symptomatic of the fact that SAR imaging presents many opportunities for formulating mathematical problems that can be pursued in an almost abstract way. Linking the problem and its solution to what is really needed by an application may be much harder; not enough attention has been paid to this issue. This does not mean that a rigorous approach should be avoided in the development of image-interpretation tools. On the contrary, such tools must be well grounded in the principles of optimization or conservation if they are to be of any general value. Ad hoc methods rarely prove robust. We tried to adopt such a rigorous approach throughout this book, but always with concern for validation of a technique and its relevance to applications.

In our attempt to bridge these cultural divides, the process of information extraction is viewed as a whole, from sensor parameters and their impact on image properties, through data models describing image statistics and the characteristics of the terrain, to the output information required by the application. This approach is tempered by our knowledge of the scattering process, based on physical understanding, models, and experimental findings. Such a complete view of what makes up the image is essential in identifying which properties of the scene affect the data. From this we can recognize those features (if any) that carry the information required by the application. The role of image analysis is to provide an optimum representation of these features. To achieve this, we
formulate a series of models that represent our best attempt to encapsulate the properties of the imaging process and those of the scene. Optimality can then often be defined in a framework such as that provided by a Bayesian analysis, although other criteria are possible. Always, the effectiveness of these optimal solutions must be judged by the user, whose requirements should impinge on every stage in the design of image-interpretation tools. Put briefly, we believe that these tools should be firmly based in an understanding of the nature of the SAR image; that their performance must be quantified and the best tools recognized; and that these best tools should be made available to the image interpreter, who is the final arbiter of their efficacy.

Although this sets out our philosophy, the reader may be helped by a more specific guide to the main structural components of the book. Fundamental aspects of how SAR images are formed, their basic characteristics arising from the imaging process, and their statistical properties are covered in Chapters 2, 4, and 5. These chapters underlie much of the later material. Chapter 3 is concerned with the recovery of nearly ideal images from imperfect systems; since its emphasis is on the SAR processing, it can be omitted by those readers interested only in working from the given data. Its purpose is to illustrate that current techniques should ensure that the data are of the highest quality. Image analysis tools for scene understanding in single-channel data form a central core of the book and are developed in Chapters 6 to 9. Chapter 10 deals with target detection in an overtly military context. The purpose of Chapters 11 and 12 is to cast much of the content of Chapters 5 to 9 into the forms required to handle multitemporal, multifrequency, polarimetric, and interferometric data and to explore the much enhanced range of information available when such multichannel data are available. Real examples and contact with applications are a recurrent theme throughout, but Chapter 13 becomes more closely oriented with applications because it considers image classification. This is a central concern in remote sensing. It provides a focal point where image analysis, physical understanding, scene properties, and user requirements all interact.

Finally, in Chapter 14 we present our view of the current status and prospects for further development. This ultimately depends on the extent to which the material of this book finds its way into applications. It will be obvious that currently available techniques show considerable promise and that in many cases preferred approaches can be identified. We hope that readers are persuaded to exploit the most powerful image analysis tools available, leading to more effective use of the data and thus allowing the analyst to concentrate more time on the real task of image interpretation. By the ensuing interplay of algorithms and applications, the shortcomings of our current understanding and methods will be exposed. This is the engine that will drive further development of techniques for extracting information from SAR images.
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